As you walk back to St Andrews church, you’ll spot where the old vegetable path crosses
the road. This path is on its way to where Billing Hall stood, but what does it look like?
(This will tell you what the top of the seal looks like)

The Thomund Trail
(For those who can’t read well yet)
www.facebook.com/allsaintsandstandrews

?
Back inside the church, you can find a monument to Henry, Earl of Thomund, from his wife,
after he died. This was made by a famous Sculptor, possibly after the peak of his powers which one of these is it? (This gives you the outside shape of the seal

The Earl of Thomund has lost his seal
for signing and sealing documents in
Wax—can you help him find which one it

The church and churchyard have a number of items that used to be part of the Old Billing
Hall that the Earl of Thomund lived in,. These include the balustrades, some windows and
the urns. But what do the urns look like? (This answer is the shape of the seal)

At the gates near the Old Rectory, is a stone emblem. In the shape of the symbol of the
Elwes family who were squires at Billing Hall until Gervase Elwes’ untimely death in 1921.
But which one is it? (This gives you the top symbols in the Thomund seal)

At the end of the drive to the church are some cottages. One has a weathervane which
remembers the animals that were here as part of the old Billing Estate. But which one is it?

The Elwes Arms pub sign has a picture of Gervase Elwes, who was Squire at Billing Hall until
1921—but which one is he? Note: The others are the Earl of Thomund (died 1691) and
Lord John Cavendish, died 1796, both other owners of Billing Hall.
(This gives you the bottom half of the seal)

(This answer gives you the colour of the seal)

